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ABSTRACT

With the increase in easy and affordable availability of digital devices, importance of digital publication is increasing

every day. People across the sections of the society are now accepting new media. Publishers have also started

bringing out digital editions of their publications to cater to diversified needs of the readers. The scenario of

eBooks in Indian languages is not very encouraging but there are efforts from various organizations under government

towards bringing out publications in eBook format. The use of digital form of publications is also evident from

quite a number of studies worldwide, especially use of eBooks in Schools and, Universities. While it all seems

straight forward when converting already published printed versions of books into digital editions, there are various

issues and challenges in converting the existing published/ printed books into eBook (ePub, PDF and Mobi) file

formats. This paper brings out main issues and challenges in terms of inputting text (typing), validations and proof

reading, formatting of the text, graphics, tables, formula’s and others as per the originally published books and

converting them into eBook formats in Marathi languages. We have made use of Unicode as the storage standard.

Devanagari is the script used for writing Marathi language. We have also tried to address some of the non-technical

challenges in coping up with the digitization process.

Index Terms: Digitization, Digital Publication, ePub, Mobi, PDF, eBook, Data Entry, Unicode, Marathi Books,

eBook reader, Calibre, Sigil, Libre Office

1. INTRODUCTION

Centre for Development of Advanced computing (C-DAC) has been working with the Government. Of

Maharashtra to digitize old published books of various departments of Govt. of Maharashtra and to bring

out ePub, .Mobi and .PDF formats of these books (termed in general parlance as eBooks) [9]. There are

more than 500 Books which are being digitized and brought out in eBook format. This paper tries to

establish a typology of issues and challenges which were encountered in the process of digitization. The

classification is illustrated through numerous examples under different category of problems. Some of the

problems are associated with the technology and others are associated with the ignorance of data entry and

thought process. Starting off with a general overview of the process of conversion of a non-digital document

to a digital format, the paper presents next a typology of the problems encountered and pitfalls to be

avoided.

2. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK

The One of the biggest advantages of digitization of any media is of immediately accessible, portable, and

easy to store and organize into libraries. Many music and film industries transformed by the fast developing
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information and communication technologies in resent past. In music industry audio cassettes are replayed

by MP3 files. A similar situation can be observed in the film industry where content distribution by DVDs

and Blue ray Discs has been declined due to downloads through Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks sites.

There is no specific definition for e-book, but many researchers have defined e-book in many different

perspectives. [1] Simply referred e-book as text that is available in the electronic format. In general, e-book

has been used to refer to hardware, software or document content [2]. Chen defines e-book in terms of four

perspectives; the media used to preserve the books; the content; the device used to read the content; and the

delivery channel [3].

Creating digitized books has a long history and is not new concept. Project Gutenberg, which was

initiated by Michael Hart in 1971 at the University of Illinois, is considered one of the first steps in this

direction. In 1990s, Many companies began selling books on CDs, but they had limited success as CD-

ROM drives were not very common in that time [4].

In 2002, Stephen King launched a novella called Riding a Bullet in electronic book format which

registered hundreds of thousands of downloads via Amazon and Barnes & Noble. This experiment

popularized the idea of e-book and introduced the prospects that e-book might be commercially viable for

book publishing [5].

3. DIGITIZATION PROCESS

First step towards the process is to segregate the available books into various categories of complexities.

Class-I of the books are those books which contains mostly text and are small in size in terms of number of

pages (typically less than 150). Class-II of the books contain books which has images, tables and references

in them and are relatively large in size (between 151-500), and Class-III of the books has more complexities

including complex, multicolumn layout, multiple language text, cross references within different pages of

the book, different sizes of the pages, has more than 500 number of pages.

The flow chart illustrates the process followed for digitizing the books as shown in Fig 1. Once we

classify the books, then we input the text with the help of data typist. Data typist is trained to type the text

using a tool/ input mechanism which supports Unicode. This training is needed as it becomes difficult to

find data typist who already knows typing text in Unicode format. Traditionally, data typist have been using

nonstandard way of typing and storing the text. Since we wanted to take full advantage of eBook features,

we decided to use standard way of inputting the same. There are many problems in this area of the process

flow. Use of optical character recognition (OCR) systems for automatically converting scanned pages into

text has lot of limitations for Indian languages. Hence this method is not considered for this effort.

Next step is to validate the typed text manually with the help of validators and proof readers. This is

also a manual process since not many good spell checkers and grammar checkers are available which can

handle this automatically. Moreover, there is a need to check the text with the already published and printed

books. So it becomes more than just publishing the books from scratch.

We then format the text of the books according to the printed book. We make use of open source office

softwares for formatting the books. We have tried few proprietary publication software but not used for our

efforts. In this phase, various things such as handling tables, images, drop caps, mathematical and chemical

formulas, references, etc is taken care of.

Figure 1: Digitization process
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We use the formatted text documents to convert into various formats like PDF, epub and Mobi. When

converting into epub and Mobi, there are multiple issues in terms of well formation of HTML/ XML files.

At times, we had to clean up the markups to pass through the requirements. Finally, we have used ePub

validators to check for validating ePub files generated. This gives confidence to the users that they will be

able to read these files properly.

4. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN DIGITIZATION

4.1. Problem Typology

The problems encountered are classified into various categories.

1. Inputting, display of text and Authoring tools,

2. Validations and proof-reading,

3. Formatting of the text,

4. Miscellaneous

Each of these will be treated separately.

4.1.1. Inputting, display of text and Authoring tools

There are many issues which can be classified under this class, but the major ones are associated with text

entry, text display and authoring tools used to create eBooks. They are further classified into technical

(related to available technologies) and non-technical (associated with human resources, ignorance, general

awareness, etc) issues.

a) Lack of standardized, fit to all text font

While beginning inputting the text in the book using document processor such as Libre Office, data typist

selects one of the standard Unicode compliant fonts since in the beginning the typist does not know the

variety of characters in the text of the book. Many a times, the text demands use of multiple fonts. The text

in the book needs multiple fonts in order to render the text properly. However, the reading devices may not

support the embedded fonts in finally created ePub 3 format. For example, in case of Zarathustra font, we

can use it for text entry, but since the characters do not have Unicode value assigned to them, Unicode [10]

values of Latin characters are used there instead. In such cases, searching text in the eBook becomes

difficult and meaningless. Also some readers such as iPad do not have capability to use embedded fonts to

display the text. Hence, one font fit to all is impossible and hence this is a big issue for digitizing text

books.

b) Similarly confusing characters

There are multiple characters which look similar in printed text, but have different meanings. Hence, unless

the data typist knows the context of the words in text, they often get confused.

c) Use of ZWJ and ZWNJ

Then there are issues associated with use of ZWJ (Zero Width Joiner) and ZWNJ (Zero Width Non- Joiner).

These two characters are used when data typist has to indicate the processor whether two characters are to

be explicitly joined or not to be joined. For example, if a font contains a rule containing combination of “ ”

and “ ”, common result is formation of “ ”. But in order to type words such as , we need to use

ZWNJ. The necessity of writing these words in this way comes from its appearance in the published text. In

the example given below, the two words (figure 2 and 3) mean the same, but printed in two different ways.
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Moreover a desultory use of these two character is carried out: since users also tend to type them where

it is absolutely not required. For example, in cases such as (  = U+0926, U+200C, U+0943 and & 

=U+0926, U+0943, = U+0909, U+0926, U+200C, U+094D, U+092E and = U+0909, U+0926,

U+094D, U+092E).

d) Horizontal and vertical character stacking

There is a problem associated with horizontal and vertical character stacking. For example, in some of the

books both types of sackings are used for word display. We cite examples of two such words using “ ”,

“ ”, and “ ” in the same book. Though this facility of alternate glyphs is recently made available, it is

available in few proprietary tools/ softwares. So purchasing the software packages and training the manpower

to switch over to new software becomes a difficulty.

Figure 2: Figure 3:

Figure 4: Figure 5:

e) Multiple ways to type same word

Data typists often tend to use different ways of inputting same text in Devanagari. This does not really

change the way the appearance of the text and hence unaware of the correct sequence, they tend to use it

wrong way. For example, to form words such as “ ”, correct sequence of the word is – , , , ”, but

people also tend to use “ ,  , , , ” to get the same word. Similarly for word “ ”, correct sequence is

“ , ,   , ” and incorrect way is “ ,  , ,   , ”. For word “ ”, correct way is “ ,  , ”, but people also tend

to use “ ,  , ”. This results in incorrect Unicode storage as well as it impacts the output as the speed of text

entry is decreased to that extent. Another interesting case is that of the use of the candra in Marathi. in word

! M 0 K . E @ can be written in different ways. Those ways are a) “ ,  , 
.
,  b) “ , 

.
, and c) “ ”, “  ”. It

becomes very difficult to understand the difference between these three ways. Out of these three ways, only

third way is interpreted by the eBook reader properly and rendered. The other two ways do not represent

correctly in the ePub format.

f) Orthography of the text

There is an issue with the orthography of the text. There are some old books which use old orthography, but

is currently obsolete. In cases where these types of books are to be referred, it is difficult to generate such

words. We either need to change the glyphs of the font or tweak the inputting mechanism. For example,

below are the words which are present in book related to Marathi language. The author of the book wants

to show these words as they were used once upon a time, which are not acceptable today.

Figure 6: Old orthography
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g) Equation or formula between running text

It is very difficult to type an equation or a formula when it comes in between running text. For example, in

below example, there are equations in the running text. Hence, it is difficult to input as well as format such

text. Text marked in red color is an issue.

Figure 7: Equation and formula in running text

h) Use of Vulgar fractions in Marathi Text

Consider the vulgar fractions ¼, ½, ¾, etc. These characters have Unicode values U+00BC, UU+00BD and

U+00BE respectively. If the same fractions are to be written in Marathi text, Devanagari unicode block

does not have separate Unicode values for those characters. (¼,½,¾). There are separate Unicode values

for these fractions in some of the Indian scripts like Malayalam. Hence it is not possible to have both types

of fractions in the same font.

i) Inability to type some characters

There are many characters which cannot be typed using current inputting mechanisms commonly available.

In fact there is no Unicode representation for these characters. Few of the examples are given below. These

characters are were used to represent the currency units, demarcation and other special usage used in

Devanagari text in old days.

j) Half characters

There are many instances where Half characters used in Devanagari needs to be typed. Currently there is no

direct way of typing Half characters except for use of some other characters to form them.
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k) Use of Superscript and Subscript

Superscripts and subscripts (Marathi and English) are difficult to handle. This is because there is no

guaranteed converter for converting these superscript and subscripts into ePub (HTML) file tags. An example

in case is when we have to represent degree symbol. Often data typist tend to make a superscript to the

numbers while text inputting. When you convert into ePub, these superscript and subscripts are lost. Hence

we need to make sure that in such cases, we have to explicitly type the degree symbol by copying from

character map (charmap) or other tools.

l) Incorrect placement of HTML Tags

Incorrect placement of HTML Tags also creates problems in ePub file. For example instead of  one

places a tag like </Span> incorrectly after  (</Span>, This will create a problem in rendering of this word

in ePub. But this is a difficult to track.

4.2. Validations and proof-reading

4.2.1. Capturing of Metadata and other Important Information

There are many published books where, on each page, the title of the book and page numbers are written.

Also, some of the books has got chapter names written on the page to which the page belongs. This

information is useful for a reader. While digitizing, these page numbers play a crucial role when they are

Figure 8: Different characters which are difficult to type

Figure 9: Half characters
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Figure 10: Page numbers referred within the page

Figure 11: Page numbers referred within the page
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referred in the text matter. In the below examples (Figure 10 and 11) , text in red refers to the page numbers

of the same book. Since, ePub does not have a concept of page numbers capturing this information is

difficult and hence retaining all of its meaning in ePub is challenging.

In the examples below (Figure 12 and 13), the red text represents, superscript representing the references

mentioned on that particular page only, the actual references and the chapter name and name of the book. It

is important to note that there two examples are subsequent pages of the same book. Hence capturing this

type of information is very difficult.

Figure 12: References used, number of the chapter and name of the book

Figure 13 : References and number of the chapter and name of the book
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4.2.2. Cross References

This is a class of problems associated with referencing some other text, in the same book or any other

book. In the example given below, the superscripts (used for tooltip) are referring to a tool tip given at

the end of the page. The tool-tip text at the end of the page itself is referring to some other text on

previous page of the book. Capturing this type of information is also crucial, but currently, there is no

concrete solution to this problem.

Figure 14: cross references

Given below is the page from the translated version of some other book. In this case, the page numbers

(red marked) refer to the page numbers of original book from which current book is translated. The page

number of this page is 20 (translated version), while red marked text represents page number 23 of the

original book.

Figure 15: references in the text block
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4.2.3. Manual Scribbling

Many of the books contain stamps of the owner library and some other handwritten text, for example,

register number. This is important for knowing the source/ owner of this book. Such metadata is difficult to

capture apart from incorporation of an image.

Figure 16: Manual scribbling

4.2.4. Abstract of the text

In the example below, the red marked text is an abstract of what is being described in the adjacent paragraph.

This gives reader an opportunity to just read abstract instead of complete adjacent text. When convertng

into eBook, it is difficult to capture this context in ePub format.

Figure 17: abstract of the paragraph
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4.3. Formatting of the text

Complex layout (Multicolumn) with lots of Images, Tables, Diagrams are difficult to handle as they are not

properly displayed on the devices (eReaders). Multicolumn and Single Column layout

Figure 18: complex layout of the page

4.3.1. Capitalization (Drop Cap) and graphics for decorating the text

Drop caps and its decoration is a challenging thing in normal word processors. Use of specialized authoring

tool also does not guarantee other features.

Figure 19: Drop case
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4.3.2. Complex Tables and other hierarchical structures.

Often the printed pages contain text in vertical way rather than horizontal way in order to accommodate big

and complex tables. Representing such tables in eBook format is an issue when it comes to proper display

on the reading devices. User has to swipe the area of this table to read the text in the table and hence

difficult to read the data at once.

Figure 20: Complex tables

4.3.3. Creating Graphics

Grabbing Images from scanned images and Manual method of creating a fresh. There are so many incomplete

images (specially the book covers of old books) which needs to be recreated. While creating Book Cover

from scratch is relatively easy to undertake, patching up the half images to create full image is time consuming

and difficult task. We undertake to recreate the covers from whatever portion is available.

4.3.4. Navigation within PDF files

Consider the situation that user is at page n of the book. Enabling him/her to go from that page of the book

to Table Of Contents (TOC) and Vice versa in a single click would be really helpful. This is a unique

thought which we have incorporated in all the digitized books (PDF) of our work. Currently user can

navigate from TOC to the page where the text appears and vice versa using Bookmarks on the left side of

PDF window. When one has to go back to TOC, he/she has to use Navigation panel. It would be better if

you have a mechanism to go to TOC by clicking a link at the end of the page. This is easier for navigation.

Making this facility was difficult for us.

4.3.5. Size of eBook

Imagine there are many images in the book. If there is no source of those images, it is but obvious to scan

them from the available book and reuse them in the eBook. In some of the books, there are so many images
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that you cannot avoid integrating in the book. For example, in a book regarding Short Hand, it has got

Marathi languages sentence in one column and equivalent short hand on the other. When this has to be

digitized, all the short hand matter has to be captured as Images. Given below is the example. Hence this

becomes an issue in terms of size of the eBook. Currently we do not have any other way to solve this issue.

4.3.6. Mathematical Formulas and chemical equations

Currently, we explored three different approaches to deal with the representing mathematical formulas and

chemical equations. First one is straightforward and involves scanning of the relevant mathematical formula

from the book being digitized. An example below explains this.

Figure 21: Sample page having Images and text

Figure 22: Complex Mathematical equation in Marathi

Advantage of this approach is that it is easy to use and relatively less time consuming. However, since

the images are not scalable, it becomes problematic in reading on eBook readers/ devices. Also, the size of

the eBook increases based on the number of images in the eBook.

The second approach is applicable, if the mathematical formula is simple, we can try to represent the

formula using the table rows and columns. An example of this is shown below.
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This table can be converted to displayable equation

    

 

 

n









  
  
     

    
   

Similarly, for chemical equations, making use of tables is one option.

Figure 23: Relatively simple mathematical formula in Marathi

U238+nU239 –  Np239 – Pu239

•3 •3

This method is time consuming even for simpler formula and equation. Third method is to use MathML.

There are challenges in creating the formula’s using MathML, and even when the formula’s are generated

using Equations Editor in Libre Office for example, finally it has to be exported as Image into ePub file.

More important challenge was to find people who would be able to generate formula using MathML.

Hence, we used combination of first two methods for dealing with formula and chemical equation.

4.3.7. Non-Technical Issues

Our study shows that the books to be digitized are domain specific and they need resource with expertise

and domain knowledge. It is difficult to get either the original authors or resources with such expertise,

given the budget and time constraints. We also found out that there are very few people who understand

how to type in Unicode. This may be because in India, the software available has mostly been supporting

non-standard mechanisms. So trying to locate or bring on board such people is a difficult task.

4.4. Miscellaneous

Last but not least, because of unavailability of good and useful word processing tools such as spell checker,

grammar checker, etc, typed text cannot be checked for spelling mistakes. We have also noticed that versions

of the software’s used for Authoring such as MS Word, Libre Office, etc, can create problems while importing

files from one version to another.

5. CONCLUSION

As we have seen from various issues listed above, it is challenging work to digitize the already published

books into eBook format. All of these issues are very critical and work needs to be done to solve these

issues. There is plenty of scope of research in this area of digital publishing and digitization. We would be

happy to work in collaboration with individuals/ organizations interested in bringing out the standards to

solve these issues.
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